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**STATEMENT OF HUMAN AND ANIMAL RIGHTS**
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Registration of Clinical Trial Research
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Data Sharing
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Archiving Policy
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SUBMISSION AND PEER-REVIEW PROCESS

Submission
All manuscripts should be submitted online via the journal’s website (https://submit.e-jnc.org) by the corresponding author. Once you have logged into your account, the online system will lead you through the submission process in a stepwise orderly process. Submission instructions are available at the website. All articles submitted to the journal must comply with these instructions. Failure to do so will result in the return of the manuscript and possible delay in publication.

Peer-Review Process
• A submitted manuscript will be evaluated by editors and reviewers. All manuscripts submitted to JNC undergo screening by the Editorial Board, who then determines whether a manuscript undergoes external review. Peer review is conducted by at least two reviewers with relevant expertise.
• The journal uses a double-blind peer review process: the reviewers do not know the identity of the authors, and vice versa.
• Reviewers can request authors to revise the content. The corresponding author must indicate the modifications made in their item-by-item response to the reviewers’ comments. Failure to resubmit the revised manuscript within 2 months of the editorial decision is regarded as a withdrawal.
• The editorial committee has the right to revise the manuscript without the authors’ consent, unless the revision substantially affects the original content.
• After review, the editorial board determines whether the manuscript is accepted for publication or not. Once rejected, the manuscript does not undergo another round of review.
• After a manuscript is received by the editorial committee, an e-mail confirmation thereof will be sent to the author within 7
days. The author will be notified of any possible delay that is
due to evaluation difficulty. The authors can make an inquiry to
the editorial committee on the current evaluation phase of the
manuscript. The Board will notify the author on the status of
the board review process.

Submission by Editors
Final decisions regarding manuscript publication are made by the
editor-in-chief or a designated editor who does not have any rele-
vant conflicts of interest. In the event that an editor has a conflict
of interest with a submitted manuscript or with the authors, the
manuscript will be handled by one of the other editors who does
not have a conflict with the review and who is not at the same in-
stitution as the submitting editor. In such circumstances, full
masking of the process will be ensured so that the anonymity of
the peer reviewers is maintained.

Appeals of Decisions
Any appeal against an editorial decision must be made within 2
weeks of the date of the decision letter. Authors who wish to ap-
peal a decision should contact the Editor-in-Chief, explaining in
detail the reasons for the appeal. All appeals will be discussed with
at least one other associate editor. If consensus cannot be reached
thereby, an appeal will be discussed at a full editorial meeting. The
process of handling complaints and appeals follows the guidelines

MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION

JNC focuses on clinical and experimental studies, reviews, case re-
ports, and images in neurocritical care. Any researcher throughout
the world can submit a manuscript if the scope of the manuscript
is appropriate. Manuscripts should be submitted in English.

General Requirements
- The manuscript must be written using Microsoft Word and
  saved as “.doc” or “.docx” file format. The font size must be 12
  points. The body text must be left aligned, double spaced, and
  presented in one column. The left, right, and bottom margins
  must be 3 cm, but the top margin must be 3.5 cm.
- The page numbers must be indicated in Arabic numerals in the
  middle of the bottom margin, starting from the title page.
- Neither the authors’ names nor their affiliations should appear
  on the manuscript pages.
- Use only standard abbreviations; the use of non-standard abbre-
  viations can be confusing to readers. Avoid abbreviations in the
title of the manuscript. The full form of a term followed by the
abbreviation in parentheses should be used at the first mention,
unless the abbreviation is a standard (e.g., DNA).
- The names and locations (city, state, and country only) of manu-
facturers of equipment and non-generic drugs should be given.
- Authors should express all measurements in conventional units
  using International System (SI) units.

Reporting Guidelines for Specific Study Designs
For specific study designs, such as randomized control studies, stud-
ies of diagnostic accuracy, meta-analyses, observational studies, and
non-randomized studies, authors are encouraged to consult the re-
porting guidelines relevant to their specific research design. A good
source of reporting guidelines is the EQUATOR Network (https://
www.equator-network.org) and NLM (https://www.nlm.nih.gov/
services/research_report_guide.html).

Composition of Manuscripts
- The manuscript types are divided into Original Article, Review
  Article, Case Report, and Images in Neurocritical Care. There
  is no limit to the length of each manuscript; however, if unnec-
  essarily long, the author may be penalized during the review
  process.
- Original Articles should be written in the following order: title
  page, abstract, keywords, main body (introduction, methods,
  results, discussion), acknowledgments (if necessary), referenc-
es, tables, figure legends, and figures. The number of references
  is limited to 45 (if the references exceed 45, authors can consult
  with the Editorial Office).
- Review Articles should be written in the following order: title
  page, abstract, keywords, and main body (introduction, main
  text, and conclusion), acknowledgments (if necessary), refer-
ces, tables, figure legends, and figures. There is no limit to the
  length of the main text as well as the number of references.
- Case Reports should be written in the following order: title
  page, abstract, keywords, main body (introduction, case report,
  and discussion), acknowledgments (if necessary), references,
tables, figure legends, and figures. The total number of referenc-
es is limited to 15.
- Images in Neurocritical Care should be written in the following
  order and should not include an abstract and keywords: title
  page, main body, acknowledgments (if necessary), references,
figure legends, and figures. The main body can be written freely
without any constraints but should be within 200 words. The
total number of references is limited to 4. A maximum of four
authors is permitted.
Title Page

- The title page must include a title, the authors’ names and academic degrees (include ORCID*), affiliations, and corresponding authors’ names and contact information. In addition, a running title must be written within up to 50 characters including spaces. The corresponding authors’ contact information must include a name, addresses, e-mails, telephone numbers, and fax numbers.

* ORCID: We recommend that the open researcher and contributor ID (ORCID) of all authors be provided. To have an ORCID, authors should register in the ORCID website: http://orcid.org/. Registration is free to every researcher in the world.

- The contributions of all authors must be described using the CRediT (https://www.casrai.org/credit.html) Taxonomy of author roles.

- All persons who have made substantial contributions, but who have not met the criteria for authorship, are acknowledged here. All sources of funding applicable to the study should be stated here explicitly.

Abstract and Keywords

- For Original Articles, the abstract must be written by dividing it into background, methods, results, and conclusion; the abstract should be within 250 words. For Case Reports, the abstract must be written by dividing it into background, case report, and conclusion, and should be within 150 words. For Review Articles, the main body as well as the abstract can be written freely without any constraints.

- At the end of the abstract, three to six keywords should be listed. For the selection of keywords, refer to Medical Subject Heading (MeSH, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/mesh).

Main Body

- For abbreviations, when first introduced, they should be fully explained and then inserted within parentheses. Thereafter, only the abbreviations should be used.

- In the abstract and main body, authors should use an italicized capital letter “P” for “P value” or the significance probability.

- All articles using clinical samples or data and those involving animals must include information on the IRB/IACUC approval and waiver or informed consent. An example is shown below. “We conducted this study in compliance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. The study’s protocol was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board of OO (IRB no. OO). Written informed consent was obtained / Informed consent was waived.”

- Description of participants: Ensure the correct use of the terms “sex” (when reporting biological factors) and “gender” (identity, psychosocial, or cultural factors), and, unless inappropriate, report the sex and/or gender of study participants, the sex of animals or cells, and describe the methods used to determine sex and gender. If the study was done involving an exclusive population, for example, in only one sex, authors should justify why, except in obvious cases (e.g., ovarian cancer). Authors should define how they determined race or ethnicity and justify their relevance.

- References must be numbered with superscripts according to their quotation order. When more than two quotations of the same authors are indicated in the main body, a comma must be placed between a discontinuous set of numbers, whereas a dash must be placed between the first and last numerals of a continuous set of numbers: “Kim et al. [2,8,9] insisted…” and “However, Park et al. [11−14] showed opposing research results.”

- Figures and tables used in the main body must be indicated as “Fig.” and “Table.” For example, “Magnetic resonance imaging of the brain revealed… (Figs. 1-3).

Figure

- Figures must be prepared in digital image files, and each figure must be submitted as a separate file.

- If one figure includes more than two pictures, they must be distinguished by adding alphabet labeling in capital letters, such as A, B, and C (e.g., Fig. 1A).

- Patterns are used instead of or in addition to colors for conveying information (colorblind users would then be able to distinguish the visual elements).

- Digital images
  - Each figure has to be prepared as a separate file and should not be inserted in the main body.
  - Remove the margins as much as possible when preparing pictures (especially CT or MRI images). Moreover, medical history reference numbers and names or other personal information must not be included.
  - When submitting photos of patients, the patients should not be recognizable. In case that the face of a patient is visibly recognizable, the patient’s consent must be obtained.
  - The name of each file must correspond to its respective figure number.
  - If one figure contains more than two pictures (for example, A, B, and C), the figure must be prepared to be printed as a single image and submitted as a single file.

- File size and resolution
  - The digital image file of each figure must be of an adequate size and resolution so as not to compromise the quality of the
- Line art (e.g., graphs, charts, family trees) must not exceed 800 dpi, whereas halftone (CT, MRI) or color pictures must be prepared in no less than 300 dpi.
- When determining the size of a digital image file, the photo or image size must be greater than the print size, even when downscaled for insertion in the main body.

- **File types**
  - All file types (tiff, gif, jpeg, and ppt) may be submitted for evaluation by reviewers. However, if an article receives approval for publication, files must be submitted as .tiff or .pdf.
  - In the case of color photos, they must be saved and submitted in CMYK formats. Black-and-white pictures, such as CT and MRI images, must be submitted in grayscale mode.

- **Figure legends**
  - Figure legends must be precise and written in English on a separate page.
  - All abbreviations introduced in the figure legends must be defined as their first use.
  - If a figure contains more than two pictures, they must be labeled as A, B, C, and so on. The description of the entire figure as well as the individual explanation of A, B, and C must be included.

**Table**
- Tables must be embedded in the main body of the Microsoft Word file and include their respective title.
- One page must not include more than two tables.
- Footnotes are followed by the source notes, other general notes, abbreviation, notes on specific parts of the table (a), b), c), d)...), and notes on level of probability (*, **, *** for P-values).
- A single unified decimal point must be applied in the same table.

**References**
- All references must be indicated in English.
- Every reference in the Reference section should be cited in the text. The number assigned to the reference citation is according to the first appearance in the manuscript. References in tables or figures are also numbered according to the appearance order. Reference number in the text, tables, and figures should in a bracket ( [ ] ).
- If there are more than six authors, the names of the first six authors must be specified, followed by “et al.”
- The journals should be abbreviated according to the style used in the list of journals indexed in the NLM Journal Catalog (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/nlmcatalog/journals).
- The overlapped numerals between the first page and the last page must be omitted (e.g., 2025-6).
- References to unpublished material, such as personal communications and unpublished data, should be noted within the text and not cited in the References. Personal communications and unpublished data must include the individual’s name, location, and date of communication.
- Other types of references not described below should follow IC-MJE Recommendations (https://www.nlm.nih.gov/bsd/uniform_requirements.html).

Please refer to the following examples.

- **Articles in academic journals**

- **Book & book chapter**

- **Online source**

**Supplemental Data**
Additional data, including Methods, Results, References, Tables, Figures, and video, that are difficult to be inserted in the main body can be submitted in the form of Supplemental Data. Supplemental Data submitted by the author will be published online together with the main body without going through a separate editing procedure. All supplemental data, except video materials, are to be submitted in a single file, and the manuscript title, authors’ title, organization, and corresponding author’s contact informa-
tion must be specified in the first page.

**FINAL PREPARATION FOR PUBLICATION**

**Final Version**

After the paper has been accepted for publication, the author(s) should submit the final version of the manuscript. The names and affiliations of the authors should be double-checked, and if the originally submitted image files were of poor resolution, higher resolution image files should be submitted at this time. Symbols (e.g., circles, triangles, squares), letters (e.g., words, abbreviations), and numbers should be large enough to be legible on reduction to the journal's column widths. All symbols must be defined in the figure caption. If references, tables, or figures are moved, added, or deleted during the revision process, renumber them to reflect such changes so that all tables, references, and figures are cited in numeric order.

**Manuscript Corrections**

Before publication, the manuscript editor will correct the manuscript such that it meets the standard publication format. The author(s) must respond within 2 days when the manuscript editor contacts the corresponding author for revisions. If the response is delayed, the manuscript's publication may be postponed to the next issue.

**Gallery Proof**

The author(s) will receive the final version of the manuscript as a PDF file. Upon receipt, the author(s) must notify the editorial office (or printing office) of any errors found in the file within 2 days. Any errors found after this time are the responsibility of the author(s) and will have to be corrected as an erratum.

**Errata and Corrigenda**

To correct errors in published articles, the corresponding author should contact the journal’s Editorial Office with a detailed description of the proposed correction. Corrections that profoundly affect the interpretation or conclusions of the article will be reviewed by the editors. Corrections will be published as corrigenda (corrections of the author's errors) or errata (corrections of the publisher's errors) in a later issue of the journal.

**ARTICLE PROCESSING CHARGES**

There is no author's submission fee or other publication-related fees as all publication costs are shouldered by the publisher.

NOTICE: The revised instructions for authors will be applied from August 2020.